ASK THE EXPERTS

The importance of sharing
know-how through training
PES had an in depth interview with Hans-Peter Zimmer, CEO, blade care GmbH and trainer at
the blade care Academy. The Academy has been going for almost 10 years, welcomes
students from around the world and the demand is still growing. blade care also offers a
variety of consultancy services. This is an innovative company, which enthusiastically shares
expertise with fledgling or established companies, freelance technicians and operators alike.
PES: Welcome to PES Wind magazine.
Thanks for talking with us. Would you like
to begin by explaining a little about the
background of blade care GmbH and the
importance of the wind industry to you?
Hans-Peter Zimmer: We offer inspection
by rope access or by drone, repairs on all
blade types, manufacturing monitoring and
quality assurance before and during blade
installation, transport monitoring, court
case relevant assessment of blade and
asset damages after disaster events,
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general consultancy on blades and turbine
issues etc.
For components, other than blades, we
work with colleagues. We are happy to have
Sven Wetzig from ZANWIND on board.
Sven has worked for the wind industry
throughout his professional career. Even as
a student he worked for SÜDWIND, a
turbine manufacturer in Berlin. Sven is an
expert for all other turbine components.
He has also worked for Nordex and
co-founded TEMBRA GmbH, a wind turbine

design company and has managed wind
farm construction sites. We have known
each other from the time when 275 KW
turbines just became the new standard
power class.
We also have our blade care Academy,
which I will be talking about later.
PES: Are you currently experiencing
growth in the market?
HZ: Yes, without a doubt, the wind industry
is a growing market. Wind turbines are now
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components, through the sharing of our
know-how. Topics cover rotor blade
inspections and repair methods for different
blade types, based on their characteristics
and structural layout.
The know-how that is acquired is based on
the day-to-day business of blade care, as
a service provider for rotor blades. This
means there is always constant input to
the Academy from the practical side of
blade service.
PES: How did this sharing of know-how
begin?
installed all over the world. Since the arrival
of the new generation of rotor blades, the
professional management and service of
rotor blades have become even more
important due to their lighter design, which
must be in perfect working order to be able
to carry the high loads.
Optimised service plays an important role
in the economic efficiency of the
installations. Wear along the leading edge
also has a significant influence on power
generation today.
The need for qualified training of employees
in the administration and service of rotor
blades is all the more important.
PES: We are very interested in hearing
about the blade care Academy, please
could you tell us about it?
HZ: The blade care Academy was set up to
give the necessary training to technicians
on rotor blades and other wind turbine

HZ: We know that we cannot serve all the
wind projects of the world. As a service
provider, blade care is not that big when it
comes to the number of clients or projects
we serve.
The first time we transferred our know-how
was to a client far away in South Korea.
This was nine years ago and at that time we
were not thinking of expanding our service
to this part of the world.
However, after we came back from the
training in South Korea, we were approached
by a British company. They had the business
idea of providing blade services to the
growing wind industry in the United Kingdom.
We decided to provide the necessary training
to get their blade technicians qualified and
provided technical support.

where do you currently conduct the
seminars and workshops?
HZ: A one or two day seminar can be held
at the client’s premises. But for more in
depth demonstrations and especially for
the practical training courses, we set up the
blade care Academy Training Centre in
Prenzlau, Germany.
At the Academy technicians can also
practice repairs on vertically, erected blade
sections using the rope access method.
Training can be held indoors or outdoors.
All technicians are well prepared to do their
work, whether it is carried out on the
ground, by platform or ropes.
PES: Is it also possible to provide repair
training at clients’ premises?
HZ: We have considered this for locations
in South America, Asia and Eastern Europe.
A workshop at a client’s location needs to
fulfil certain specifications.
We already offer training-on-the-job on
client’s projects.
PES: What type of clients request your
training support?

Today this company is a leading rotor blade
service provider in the United Kingdom and
is active all over the world.

HZ: Today we have a wide range of clients.
Clients who want to know all about blades
for their administrative tasks and
technicians who want to learn the craft of
blade inspection and repair. The blade
technicians are made up of individual
freelancers, as well as technicians sent by
companies or operators, who want to get in
to the field of blade service.

PES: This service has now expanded so

PES: What do you offer in the seminars
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and are there any special criteria to
meet to be able to attend?
HZ: Fifteen years ago, it started with some
hours of lecturing our clients about their
blades and the damage we had found. At
this time almost none of our clients knew
about blade characteristics. Today we
provide comprehensive seminars, which
are tailored to the needs of the client and
they range from one to five days.
There are no special qualifications needed to
attend our seminars or training courses.
Only technicians, who wish to carry out
repairs on assembled blades, require a rope
access certificate.
The course starts with the basics, such as
the properties of the repair materials and the
standard repair methods, as well as the
health and safety requirements. During the
training, the technicians learn everything
about the blade structure and complex
structural repairs.
PES: What level of qualification can the
trainee achieve during the training?
HZ: The qualification depends on the
modules the trainees choose. For basic
training we recommend a module package
of three weeks. This includes inspections,
repairing structural damage, vacuum
compression method, heat treatment and
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more. We prepare the technicians to work
on a wide range of blades from all the
prominent blade manufacturers.
Our certificates specify the training covered
and include a seal which shows that the
academy is certified by DNV-GL. The
academy is certified according to a
standard, which was established in 2010
and specifically assimilated for education
providers. Training topics, lecturer and
facility must fulfil certain standards and the
Academy is frequently monitored.
In 2015 the academy was certified as a
technical school for rotor blade and wind
turbine technology.
PES: Are you able to provide a special
service for industrial clients?
HZ: Clients, who are new to the blade
service business, will also be interested in
logistics, repair materials, project
management and adequate reporting. We
have our own reporting software, which we
are able to supply to others.
This software is based on our reporting
style, developed over many years. This has
now been taken to the next level. Two years
ago we approached a software designer to
turn the application into a versatile reporting
tool. This software is not only specialised for
rotor blade inspection and repair reports,

but also for project management.
This software was presented for the first
time at the Husum WindEnergy 2017.
The application is suitable for small
companies and blade and turbine
manufacturers alike.
We offer these clients a program tailored
to their needs: such as focussing on
certain blade types or the application of a
certain leading-edge protection. Other
companies, just starting in the field of
blade service, can also be supported by
our training-on-the-job. One of the trainers
works together with the technicians on a
client’s project – either through rope
access or on working platforms.
PES: We are curious to know if there are
any particular things, which can’t be
covered in the workshop, but need to be
done in the flied?
HZ: Fieldwork is much different from
training in a workshop.
This can only be done by following a safe
approach to turbines and blades. The work
related to access and repair methods are
best done in the field.
It is our aim to raise our clients to the
current standard of repair technology in a
short time. Thus ensuring the success of
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new leading-edge protection systems.
PES: How do you see the future as we
head towards the middle of 2018?
HZ: In 2019 we will celebrate our 10th
anniversary. We will invite our graduates to
a free update workshop. As many of them
are spread all over the world we will see
who we can trace and who is able to take
up this opportunity. If any of our graduates
are reading this: You are all welcome to
respond from now.
We will also have some special offers in 2019.
Our own guesthouse has been operational
since 2017 and we are able to accommodate
some of the students. We are now working
on increasing this capacity.
On the technical side, we are working
together with inventors of new repair methods
and new leading-edge protection systems.
We have many more ideas to improve and
expand our training program and hope to
bring them to you soon.
the client’s first project.

inspection by endoscope.

PES: We would be interested to learn
about your trainers, their qualifications
and your philosophy on training as a
whole and how your program evolves.

I must add that after almost 10 years of
providing training the demand is even
higher now than back then.

HZ: Currently there are two experienced
blade technicians and myself conducting
the repair courses. The seminars are still
conducted be me.
From the practical side it is their education
and long experience working on blades –
onshore and offshore. But a good trainer
needs not only to be good at his job, he
must be able to teach his skills. Both
trainers have been trained to be trainers –
meaning they are also skilled in imparting
their knowledge.

Knowledge about the special properties of
rotor blades in operation, the relevance of
damage and wear are still not offered as a
subject of study or in apprenticeship training.
PES: Do you provide any other
consultancy services?
HZ: Our service is now more specialised.
We perform or consult on more challenging
repairs. We are experts in assessment
reports, which could become court case
relevant. It has become important to judge
whether a blade is repairable or not.

We would love to meet you at WindEnergy
2018 Hamburg, at our trade fair booth - Hall
A1 Booth A1.250.2

Contact
blade care GmbH
Neuenfeld 41
D 17291 Schoenfeld
Germany
Berlin Region
T +49-163 88 600 79
academy@bladecare.de
www.bladecare-academy.com
www.bladecare-windpower.com

Today because of their size, blades can get
severely damaged during transport or
installation or after the blade has been
severely damaged by lightning.

www.vimeo.com/bladecareacademy

PES: We note that you are also active in
the scientific field. Would this be related
to your blade service or the Academy?

Dipl.-Ing. Hans-Peter Zimmer

HZ: In fact, for both. I have always been
interested in researching the durability of
repairs. Especially, because in the field we
are hardly able to maintain laboratory
conditions! Even at the time when we
didn’t share our know-how I was looking
for partners who could help me go deeper
in to this.

• Studies at the University of Applied
Sciences Aachen, Germany

We are constantly expanding our offer.

Since 2016 we have worked with the BAM in
Berlin, this is the German Federal Institute
for Material Research and Testing.

Along side additional blade technology we
want to include training for inspections on
other components. In fact our next new
course module will be training for gear box

In 2018 we started collaborating with the
Fraunhofer Institute in Bremerhaven,
Germany. We are member of a workgroup
investigating the performance of various

• Scientific investigation of nondestructive testing methods on
rotor blades and foundations of
wind turbines

But most important is their devotion to the
job and their cultural sensitivity. Both
instructors have worked in different parts
of the world and speak several languages.
As most of our students come from
countries all around the world this is
very important.
Once the training is finished, for us that’s
not the end, the trained technicians can
always call us when they are challenged in
their work. We will always be pleased to
help them to fulfil their tasks in the most
professional way.
Also providing training and meeting people
from other countries and spending two or
three weeks with them is a quality of work
we all really enjoy.

• Engineer in the field of aircraft
design and space technology

• Active in the wind energy sector
since 1992
• Founder and Managing Director of
blade care GmbH and blade care
Academy

• Active in rotor blade service and as
lecturer for rotor blade technology
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